, F. Rioult (2) , E. Chanoni (3) , Z. Ales (1) and Ovidiu Șerban This work shows how interaction is essential for storytelling with a child. A corpus of narrative dialogues between parents and their children was coded with a mentalist grid. The results of two modelling methods were analysed by an expert in parent-child dialogue analysis. The extraction of dialogue patterns reveals regularities explaining the character's emotion. Results showed that the most efficient models contain at least one request for attention and/or emotion.
Corpus of transcripted and annotated dialogues
In this study, thirty dialogues between children and parents (ages: 3, 4 and 5) were recorded during emotional story telling situations. These records have been transcribed and coded with a mentalist grid to capture information about the mental states (beliefs, emotions, ...) contained by the various utterances.
To collect significant dialogue patterns from the annotated dialogues, we applied a regularity extraction step based on matrix alignment using dynamic programming followed by a clustering step using machine learning heuristics to group and select the recurrent dialogue patterns. The clustering process is applied on a similarity graph computed during the matrix alignment.
The previous table highlights the important following facts : 1) regardless of the age, sequences with justifications were frequently associated with various indexes (emotion, request for attention or question). In this context, the child's interaction came after 3.1 to 4.3 sentences after the model; 2) the quickness of the interaction decreased with the age, from 3.2 to 1.9 sentences; 3) the number of sequences with emotion is merely equivalent for all ages. The older the child is, the more different the sequences of emotion are. Complex sequences (emotion and justification: J-E or E-J) appear only with the oldest children; 4) except with request for attention, the most efficient models (in red in Table 4 ) always contained emotion (E-Q or E-E).
Interaction with avatar or in a visioconference mode is similar in term of semantics, but the modalities used are different.
We plan to integrate the dialogue patterns we extracted into an ECA for a final evaluation.
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